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Havana, February 9 (RHC) Cuba today presented its tourist benefits in the area of ??diving at the

Moscow Drive Show, an event that brings together specialists from that area of ??the leisure



industry.

The Tourism Counselor of the Cuban embassy in Russia, Cristina León, explained to the Cuban

press that at the fair participants present experiences in underwater fishing, freediving, underwater

photography, navigation, surfing, and immersion.

“Cuba, due to its geographical conditions, is a territory with unmatched riches for the practice of

aquatic activities, which is why this event every year gives us the opportunity to show clients our

new products,” she explained.

León also exalted the tourist links, especially in this area, of the largest of the Antilles with the

Eurasian giant through the Russian company Siberian Diving and the Cuban Marine and Nautical

Company Marlin, an agreement that has reached two years since launched in the resorts of

Varadero and Cayo Coco.

Likewise, representatives of Cuban hotel chains and travel agencies showed those interested in

diving the current possibilities in Cuban Caribbean waters.

During the event, the Cuban stand maintains a high attendance, the Russians arrive interested in

the immersion programs marketed by the Havanatur subsidiary in Moscow, as well as the

presentations made on the facilities of this type of sea tourism in the facilities of the island country .

The Cuban delegation is chaired by the main specialist of the General Directorate of Marketing of

the Ministry of Tourism of Cuba, Oscar Díaz.

The Moscow Drive Show closes its doors this February 11, at its usual venue in the Gastinny Dvor

Hall, with the premise of continuing to attract the Russian and international public to the benefits of

the sea through diving. (Source: PL)
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